It is well known that internal waves (IWs) of tidal frequency (i.e., internal tides) are successfully detected in sea surface height (SSH) by satellite altimetry. Shorter period internal solitary waves (ISWs), whose periods (and spatial scales) are an order of magnitude smaller than tidal internal waves, have been generally assumed too small to be detected with conventional altimeters. This is because conventional (pulse-limited) radar altimeter footprints are somewhat larger than or of similar size, at best, as the typical wavelengths of the ISWs. Here we demonstrate that the synthetic aperture radar altimeter (SRAL) on board the Sentinel-3A can detect short-period ISWs. A variety of signatures owing to the surface manifestations of the ISWs are apparent in the SRAL Level-2 products over the ocean. These signatures are identified in several geophysical parameters, such as radar backscatter (sigma0), sea level anomaly (SLA), and significant wave height (SWH). Radar backscatter is the primary parameter in which ISWs can be identified owing to the measurable sea surface roughness perturbations in the along-track sharpened SRAL footprint. The SRAL footprint is sufficiently small to capture radar power fluctuations over successive wave crests and troughs, which produce rough and slick surface patterns arrayed in parallel bands with scales of a few kilometers. The ISW signatures are unambiguously identified in the SRAL because of the exact synergy with OLCI (Ocean Land Colour Imager) images, which in cloud-free conditions allow clear identification of the ISWs in the sunglint OLCI images. We show that both sigma0 and SLA yield realistic estimates for routine observation of ISWs with the SRAL, which is a significant improvement from previous observations recently reported for conventional pulse-limited altimeters (Jason-2). Several case studies of ISW signatures are interpreted in light of our knowledge of radar backscatter in the internal wave field. An analysis is presented for the tropical Atlantic Ocean off the Amazon shelf to infer the frequency of the phenomena, being consistent with previous satellite observations in the study region.
Introduction
Internal waves (IWs) are waves that exist within the body of a density-stratified fluid. In the tropical ocean and along equatorial latitudes, the top 100 m to 300 m are several degrees warmer than that below; hence, this mixed top layer is more buoyant than the deeper, denser water. This gives rise to a thermocline along which interfacial internal waves can propagate, inducing large vertical amplitudes that may be thought of as the equivalent of surface gravity waves propagating along the ocean pycnocline [1] . The same is true in mid-latitudes in summer where the top 20-30 m of the ocean can be up to 10 • C warmer than the water below. IWs play an important role in determining the Although IWs of tidal frequency (i.e., internal tides) have been successfully detected by using sea surface height (SSH) data from satellite altimeters (e.g., [13] ), shorter period ISWs, whose periods are in an order of magnitude smaller than tidal internal waves, were generally assumed too small to be detected with conventional pulse-limited altimeters, until recently. This is because the footprint size of the conventional pulse-limited altimeters (such as Jason-2) is somewhat larger than or of similar size, at best, as the ISWs' typical wavelengths (approximately 10 km and 5 km, respectively). Other factors limiting the capability of altimetry data for ISW detection include the relative orientation between the satellite ground-track and the ISW crests, particularly for altimeters that operate in SAR mode (see Figure 1c ). Magalhaes and da Silva [14] (henceforth MdS) demonstrated that the Jason-2 altimetry data with a high sampling rate (i.e., 20 Hz) hold a variety of short-period signatures that are consistent with surface manifestations of ISWs in the ocean. Based on the synergetic observations from satellite imaging sensors, such as SAR and other high-resolution optical sensors (e.g., 250 m resolution MODIS images), MdS demonstrated that ISWs can be unambiguously recognized. The ISWs' rough and slick patterns in the altimeter's footprint contradict the assumption of a uniform Brown surface [15] . The resulting (retracked) geophysical Although IWs of tidal frequency (i.e., internal tides) have been successfully detected by using sea surface height (SSH) data from satellite altimeters (e.g., [13] ), shorter period ISWs, whose periods are in an order of magnitude smaller than tidal internal waves, were generally assumed too small to be detected with conventional pulse-limited altimeters, until recently. This is because the footprint size of the conventional pulse-limited altimeters (such as Jason-2) is somewhat larger than or of similar size, at best, as the ISWs' typical wavelengths (approximately 10 km and 5 km, respectively). Other factors limiting the capability of altimetry data for ISW detection include the relative orientation between the satellite ground-track and the ISW crests, particularly for altimeters that operate in SAR mode (see Figure 1c ). Magalhaes and da Silva [14] (henceforth MdS) demonstrated that the Jason-2 altimetry data with a high sampling rate (i.e., 20 Hz) hold a variety of short-period signatures that are consistent with surface manifestations of ISWs in the ocean. Based on the synergetic observations from satellite imaging sensors, such as SAR and other high-resolution optical sensors (e.g., 250 m resolution MODIS images), MdS demonstrated that ISWs can be unambiguously recognized. The ISWs' rough and slick patterns in the altimeter's footprint contradict the assumption of a uniform Brown surface [15] . The resulting (retracked) geophysical parameters (σ 0 , SWH, sea surface height anomaly, off-nadir mispointing angle) from ISW-like events are significantly biased in the waves' vicinity, yielding unrealistic estimates at a scale of 10 km when compared with the unperturbed background. Furthermore, perturbations of these geophysical parameters owing to ISW-like events may cause occasional loss (i.e., erroneous flagging) Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 644 4 of 14 of signal. In their work, MdS considered ISW-like events as those whose maxima σ 0 exceeded the surrounding background backscatter by 2 dB or more. At the same time, the significant wave height (SWH), which is another retracked parameter, was found to increase 6 m on average in MdS's statistical analysis of ISWs in the South China Sea. Furthermore, oscillations in sea surface height anomalies (SSHA) were found to be around −40 cm within the ISW scales. In short, waveforms are significantly altered in the presence of ISWs, exhibiting steeper leading slopes and oscillating trailing edges, which yield excessively high σ 0 coefficients and alternating off-nadir angles (which are only apparent as Jason-2 is usually well nadir-pointed).
Given the expected sharpened along-track spatial resolution (around 300 m) for the SRAL on board Sentinel-3, and the increased signal-to-noise ratio in relation to conventional pulse-limited altimeters such as Jason-2/3, we expect the new SRAL operating on board Sentinel-3A and Sentinel-3B to perform better in the detection of ISWs. The purpose of this paper is to present, for the first time, SAR altimeter signatures of ISWs in some selected regions and to demonstrate the ability of the SRAL Level-2 products to routinely detect ISWs in the ocean. Based on the exact synergy between the SRAL and OLCI, we demonstrate here that high-frequency signatures contained in the along-track SRAL of Sentinel-3 are resulting from ISW events, and we develop a methodology to automatically detect ISW-like events by using the SRAL Level-2 products. Furthermore, we characterize the ISW signatures observed in the SRAL in light of our knowledge of the sea surface manifestations of ISWs and their roughness variance within the internal wave field.
Materials and Methods
Our observation method for the unambiguous recognition of ISWs is a synergetic approach in which OLCI image data are acquired coincidently in time and space with the SRAL high rate (i.e., 20 Hz enhanced measurement) along-track records. This is a significant improvement relative to the method used in MdS, since the Sentinel-3 mission allows, for the first time, exact synergy between a multispectral imager (OLCI) and a high-resolution SAR altimeter (SRAL). This allows us to identify the ISWs in the along-track altimeter data records unambiguously since we can directly compare the SRAL signal with radiance contrasts resulting from the ISWs in the OLCI (provided that cloud-free conditions exist).
In this paper we used Level-1b OLCI optical products from Top-Of-Atmosphere (TOA) radiometric measurements provided by ESA-Copernicus Open Access Hub, which were corrected, calibrated, and spectrally characterized. These products are quality controlled and ortho-geo-located (with latitude and longitude coordinates) with a resolution of approximately 300 m at nadir. Although Level-1b Ocean products are also available for the Sentinel-3 SRAL, here we chose to use the Level-2 topography product denominated "enhanced measurement." This was provided in 20 Hz and included the altimeter range, 20 Hz waveform data (radargram), sea level anomaly (SLA), SWH, as well as the "liquid water" content and "water vapor" retrieved from the microwave radiometer (MWR). It is understood that the Level-1b SAR measurements possess a broad set of solutions that all deserve to be thoroughly tested for a particular application [11] . However, in this initial effort, we opted for the current Level-2 ocean solution "SRAL Altimetry Global in NTC" available at EUMETSAT (http://archive.eumetsat.int/usc/).
Radar altimeter signals are attenuated by raindrops due to both absorption and scattering. The effects of rain contamination are often apparent from the erratic (high-frequency) variation of σ 0 , as well as significant wave height [16] . Since rain attenuation at the Ku-band is on an order of magnitude larger than that at the C-band, rain-contaminated observations from the Jason-2/3 dual-frequency altimeter can usually be identified as an abrupt decrease in the ratio of σ 0 between the Ku-band and C-band. However, in this study, we could not rely on this criterion to discard rain-affected measurements as those differenced dual-frequency σ 0 (high-frequency) fluctuations could also be due to IW surface manifestations [17] . At present, our method to deal with rain-affected measurements consists of a threshold in the integrated columnar liquid water content L z , here chosen as 0.01 g/cm 2 , and water vapor content (wv), whose limit was chosen as 60 g/cm 2 [16, 18] (as measured by the MWR on board Sentinel-3A). All radiometer measurements not satisfying L z < 0.01 g/cm 2 or wv < 60 g/cm 2 were discarded as being suspicious of rain.
While the first part of this paper is based on synergy observations between altimeter and OLCI images affected by sunglint with clear signatures of ISWs, which are hardly affected by clouds, an automatic algorithm for ISW detection from the SRAL Level-2 data comprises a rain flag detection to avoid similar high-frequency signatures due to rain and deep convective clouds. The criteria stated above were set to deal with unwanted rain events. Next, we briefly describe a wavelet-based algorithm implemented to detect high-frequency events that can be interpreted as ISW-like events.
Wavelet transforms are characterized by a zooming property that can be applied when searching for small details of a given signal morphology. The well-known Daubechies wavelets (of order 4) have been used by Ródenas and Garello [19] for identifying trains of solitons in SAR image profiles. Tournadre et al. [18] also successfully used Daubechies (of order 8) to detect high-frequency events of rain from Altika along-track altimeter records. Here we chose Daubechies of order 3 (i.e., "db3") to search for ISW-like signatures because the morphology of this wavelet is quite similar to typical σ 0 variations of ISWs (see e.g., https://www.mathworks.com/help/wavelet/ and Section Results). Note that the ISWs off the Amazon shelf are characterized by radar backscatter modulations that are essentially isolated events. These events differ from the case study by Ródenas and Garello [19] , which analyzed trains of waves with many consecutive waves in a quasi-linear fashion. Hence, we think that the "db3" is more appropriate for detecting those strongly nonlinear and isolated solitons in the Amazon region. The amplitudes of the details (we have computed the stationary wavelet decomposition of the signal at level 5) are generally higher when using "db3" than with Daubechies of different orders, which benefits from our wavelet choice.
The algorithm comprises a low-pass filtering of the original 20 Hz along-track σ 0 (Ku-band) record at a scale of 30 km (data smoothing) and the calculation of a differenced-σ 0 signal between the filtered and original records. The differenced-σ 0 is then used in the wavelet analysis to detect high-frequency events and rain is discarded by applying the criteria described above. Finally, a similar low-pass filtering is applied to the SLA original 20 Hz record and high-frequency events are "labelled" as ISW-like events if, and only if, SLA variance exceeds 6 cm in the ISW scales [4] .
Results
In the following we present selected case studies in two different regions with frequent occurrences of ISWs: the Andaman Sea and the tropical deep Atlantic Ocean off the Amazon River mouth. Our aim is to illustrate the perturbations that the ISWs incur in some of the altimeter (retracked) geophysical parameters of actual Sentinel-3 Level-2 Ocean data.
Andaman Sea
On 12 February 2017, Sentinel-3A overpassed the Andaman Sea (cycle 14; relative orbit number 175) at 03:37 UTC, near northern Sumatra and not far from where the earliest reports of ISWs in the Andaman Sea were made in the 1980s (see [3, 20, 21] ). Large amplitude, long internal waves are observed in the corresponding OLCI image, as well as a Terra MODIS image acquired at 04:33 UTC (descending orbit). Since the OLCI image is partly contaminated by clouds, Figure 2a presents a composite that illustrates the 2D horizontal structure of the ISWs, which is visible in the OLCI and MODIS images together. For this particular case, a synergy is also possible with the Jason-3 high-rate (20 Hz) altimeter for which the along-track radar backscatter coefficient σ 0 is displayed in Figure 2b in backscatter dB units (Ku-band). The corresponding SRAL along-track σ 0 record is presented in Figure 2c . Note that backscatter oscillations in the SRAL, as much as 2 dB, are coincident with the ISWs crests and troughs. Four ISW packets, labelled P1 to P4, can be identified in the SRAL Ku-band along-track record, the most prominent being the packet labelled P3, which contains at least seven wave crests (propagating approximately along the direction indicated by the red arrow in Figure 2a ). This packet, located between 8.0 and 8.5 • N ( Figure 2c ) and whose wave crests are oriented approximately perpendicular to the satellite along-track direction, exhibits a rank-ordered amplitude character typical of ISWs [3] , i.e., the leading wave in the wave train possesses the largest amplitude in the σ 0 backscattered signal, as well as in the sunglint surface manifestations apparent in the visible imagery (MODIS). The bottom panel (Figure 2d ) is a zoom in the Terra MODIS image, which is shifted south by 5.9 km to account for the time lapse between the SRAL and MODIS overpass of 56 min. Here we stress that the SRAL record is characterized by a decrease in backscatter (σ 0 ) followed by an increase (of approximately the same strength) in the apparent direction of internal wave propagation, with respect to the background (unaffected by ISWs). On the contrary, the Jason-3 backscatter signature ( Figure 2b ) does not reveal the same fine structure of individual solitary waves. Moreover, it only captures one wave packet (that labelled P3 in Figure 2a ,c) whose morphology does not provide as much detail as the SRAL, and whose signature is displaced north by some 0.2 degrees in relation to the SRAL. This displacement is due to the difference in overpass time, which is approximately 3.5 h between Jason-3 and MODIS. We further note that the wind speed retrieved from the SRAL was within 5-7 m/s (not shown), well within the range of pronounced contrasts in satellite visible imagery [22] , while by the time of the Jason-3 overpass the wind speed had decreased. This packet, located between 8.0 and 8.5°N ( Figure 2c ) and whose wave crests are oriented approximately perpendicular to the satellite along-track direction, exhibits a rank-ordered amplitude character typical of ISWs [3] , i.e., the leading wave in the wave train possesses the largest amplitude in the σ0 backscattered signal, as well as in the sunglint surface manifestations apparent in the visible imagery (MODIS). The bottom panel ( Figure 2d ) is a zoom in the Terra MODIS image, which is shifted south by 5.9 km to account for the time lapse between the SRAL and MODIS overpass of 56 min. Here we stress that the SRAL record is characterized by a decrease in backscatter (σ0) followed by an increase (of approximately the same strength) in the apparent direction of internal wave propagation, with respect to the background (unaffected by ISWs). On the contrary, the Jason-3 backscatter signature ( Figure 2b ) does not reveal the same fine structure of individual solitary waves. Moreover, it only captures one wave packet (that labelled P3 in Figure 2a ,c) whose morphology does not provide as much detail as the SRAL, and whose signature is displaced north by some 0.2 degrees in relation to the SRAL. This displacement is due to the difference in overpass time, which is approximately 3.5 h between Jason-3 and MODIS. We further note that the wind speed retrieved from the SRAL was within 5-7 m/s (not shown), well within the range of pronounced contrasts in satellite visible imagery [22] , while by the time of the Jason-3 overpass the wind speed had decreased. 
Tropical Deep Atlantic Ocean off the Amazon River Mouth
The next example of ISW signatures in the SRAL selected for this paper is dated 11 October 2017 (cycle 23; relative orbit number 152) when the Sentinel-3A overflew the tropical Atlantic Ocean off the Amazon shelf break at 12:55 UTC. The region is a recently surveyed hotspot of intense ISWs that emanate from the steep shelf slopes off the Amazon River mouth into the open ocean, and whose wave crests extend for typically 200 km. Their surface manifestations are associated with intense wave breaking and roughness (see [23, 24] and references therein; Kudryavtsev, pers. com.). Figure 3a displays a quasi-true color OLCI image of the region where the Sentinel-3A track (in red) intersects the ISW signatures (see dashed black circle in Figure 3a) . The SRAL radargram (Ku-band waveforms in 20 Hz) displayed in Figure 3b is clearly sensitive to the ISW surface manifestations whose effects are seen around 4.25 • N as a sharp discontinuity (or a dip) in the radar power levels. In more detail, Figure 3c shows average SRAL waveforms representative of the unperturbed background (blue curve) and the ground segment affected (i.e., perturbed) by the surface manifestations of ISWs (red curve). Note that the two (averaged) waveforms are similar in shape, but the perturbed curve has significantly attenuated backscatter power, particularly within the middle gates of the waveform.
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Cycle
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Discussion
While MdS considered-for the pulse-limited Jason-2 radar altimeter-ISW-like events as only the observations of σ0 oscillations exceeding 2 dB from the surrounding background, and focused their attention on signals above 15 dB (i.e., sigma-naught blooms type of signatures), the SRAL offers enhanced signal-to-noise ratio (particularly for SLA), which results in a 40% lower noise level than the low rate mode (LRM) (see [11] ). This feature of the SRAL indicates enhanced capabilities in the detection of surface manifestations of ISWs and allows us to relax MdS's sigma-naught's amplitude to less than 1 dB for the detection of ISWs. Furthermore, the SLA anomalies for Jason-2 reported in MdS, which are around −40 cm at a representative ISW wavelength, are systematically negative, i.e., the sea surface anomaly is measured as a dip of the sea surface level. This is certainly a nonphysical artifact of the MLE algorithms, which deal poorly with SLA for pulse-limited altimetry. The SLA produced by ISWs of depression (as most of them are in the deep ocean) should be positive according to theory, i.e., in opposite phase to the displacement of the pycnocline below (see e.g., [4] ). This is what is observed with the new SRAL data where the ISW signatures are identified (see Table  1 ). The typical SLAs of +10 to +40 cm are reasonable and consistent with theoretical expectations.
In summary, a synergy approach between the SRAL and OLCI on board the Sentinel-3A has shown that the SAR mode altimetry can detect ISWs whose scales are less than 10 km. As the along-track footprints of SRAL are much finer than conventional pulse-limited altimeters, the trailing edges of the SRAL echoes are much less affected by ISWs than pulse-limited altimetry echoes whose power shifts toward trailing edges as a consequence of ISW inhomogeneities in the illuminated area. Because the SRAL waveforms are more robust and stable, it implies that the retracked geophysical parameters such as SLA and SWH from the internal wave field are more realistic compared with the unrealistic estimates from Jason-2 that are affected by the ISW-like events and significantly biased in scales of 10 km [14] .
We now briefly discuss the character of the ISW SRAL backscatter oscillations in response to roughness variability induced by the surface manifestations of ISWs. While it is usually assumed that the SAR imaging mechanism of the ocean surface is dominated by Bragg (or resonant) scattering (i.e., for oblique viewing, typically 20° to 30° off-nadir), the altimeter observation geometry determines specular scattering as the major response mechanism (see e.g., [25] ). Since the backscatter seen by the altimeter in space is restricted to a fraction of a degree around the nadir position, the scattering mechanism is essentially an optics-type reflection from thousands of specular points 
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We now briefly discuss the character of the ISW SRAL backscatter oscillations in response to roughness variability induced by the surface manifestations of ISWs. While it is usually assumed that the SAR imaging mechanism of the ocean surface is dominated by Bragg (or resonant) scattering (i.e., for oblique viewing, typically 20 • to 30 • off-nadir), the altimeter observation geometry determines specular scattering as the major response mechanism (see e.g., [25] ). Since the backscatter seen by the altimeter in space is restricted to a fraction of a degree around the nadir position, the scattering mechanism is essentially an optics-type reflection from thousands of specular points randomly distributed across the rough, moving sea surface [26] . This is quite different from the backscatter resulting from side-looking SAR images that is related to Bragg scattering. In a SAR image, a rougher surface appears brighter (positive variation from the local unperturbed mean backscatter) and a smoother (slick) surface appears darker (negative variation from the local mean backscatter). On the contrary, in the SRAL along-track altimeter records, radar backscatter from rougher sea surface patches appears attenuated in comparison to the unperturbed background, and the backscatter from a smooth sea surface patch appears enhanced in comparison to the unperturbed background. This is a reversed picture in comparison to imaging SARs [27] (see also Magalhaes and da Silva [14] and their Figure 2 comparing SAR imaging and conventional pulse-limited altimeter backscatter geometries).
The discussion above is relevant in the sense that surface manifestations of ISWs are characterized by enhanced and reduced roughness of the sea surface arrayed in parallel bands with scales of at least hundreds of meters wide and tens of kilometers long (see e.g., [27] and Figure 1 ). These bands result from the modulation of surface gravity-capillary waves due to convergent and divergent currents originated by the ISWs. For side-looking radar imaging, the theory developed in [27] , based on weak hydrodynamic interaction theory and Bragg scattering theory, describes reasonably well the observed radar signatures of internal waves. When surface films are present in the water, the periodic convergence and divergence of the horizontal component of orbital velocity associated with the internal waves produces alternate bands of compaction and extension in the surface film that are sufficient to cause measurable differences in the rippling of the water by a slight breeze. In those instances, da Silva et al. [28] proposed that ISWs are imaged as dark bands on a gray radar background. On the contrary, when intense surface wave breaking is associated with ISWs (e.g., in deep water and tropical seas, such as the Andaman Sea and the tropical Atlantic off the Amazon shelf), ISW radar signatures are sometimes characterized by bright bands on a gray radar background (see e.g., [29] ). Hence, ISW SAR signatures of an imaging radar exhibit essentially three possible morphology classes: positive and negative backscatter variations from a local unperturbed radar backscatter background [27] (see also Figure 1a ,b); mostly positive variation from the local mean backscatter [23, 29] ; and mostly negative variation from the local mean backscatter [28, 30] . The same kind of signature classification can be made for the SRAL based on observations such as those shown in Figure 5 . In the SRAL, ISWs are expected to appear as reduced and increased backscatter from the radar unperturbed background when viewed from the upstream to the downstream propagation direction of ISWs. This is well seen in Figure 5a ,e (cycles 13 and 24). In some cases, mostly enhanced backscatter variations from a mean background are observed, as in Figure 5d (cycle 22), which we interpret as a case when slicks are modulated by the ISWs. However, for the tropical Atlantic deep ocean region off the Amazon shelf, we frequently observe reduced backscatter compared to the mean background signal (Figure 5b ,c; cycles 16 and 18; see also Figure 4a ). We think this is evidence of intense small-scale roughness generated by meter-scale wave breaking, which is known to occur in this region ( [24] and Kudryavtsev per. Comm.), and is expected due to surface wave-internal wave interaction. Finally, we reiterate that the morphology of the backscatter variations are reversed between SAR imaging devices and the SRAL (i.e., enhanced/reduced versus reduced/ enhanced, respectively, in the direction of propagation), which has been quite helpful in interpreting ISW altimeter records such as those shown in Figure 5a ,e.
Scrutiny of the case studies discussed in this paper (Table 1 and Figure 2 , Figure 4 , and Figure 5 ) reveals that the impacts of ISWs on SRAL altimetry data are more significant under low wind conditions (e.g., 4 m/s) than under moderate wind conditions. In fact, the Jason-3 observation shown in Figure 2b of the same wave packet viewed by the SRAL (Figure 2c ) is in the form of a σ 0 bloom, a term used for excessively high radar returns [31, 32] . It is therefore important to recognize that ISW packets may be another factor causing σ 0 blooms in radar altimetry data. Cheng et al. 2017 [32] reported a similar phenomenon in the case of oil slicks on the sea surface, i.e., that with an increase in wind speed, the impact of oil on σ 0 decreases for both Ku-and C-bands of Jason-2. In the case of short-period internal waves such as the ISWs analyzed in this paper, straining effects due to internal waves on short capillary-gravity waves have a greater impact at lower wind speeds, which is in accord with the hydrodynamic modulation theory. This theory, also known as the relaxation model or relaxation time approximation, predicts that at moderate to high wind speeds, relaxation rates (inverse of relaxation times) are smaller than at low wind speeds. The relaxation time is the time duration over which waves of wavenumber k remain strained until they reach equilibrium with the wave spectrum under the influence of wind forcing and dissipation processes. This implies that as the wind speed increases, the radar contrasts are expected to become weaker. The hydrodynamic modulation theory is generally assumed as a first-order approach to describe radar contrasts of internal waves in SAR images [27] . The same is true when film slicks contribute to the surface manifestations of ISWs [28, 30, 33] , and hence the findings reported by Cheng et al. (2017) [32] are consistent with the observations in this paper. We finally note that the same wind effects on ISW radar contrasts are reported in [28] for ERS-1/2 SAR images obtained at C-band.
Conclusions
In summary, the synergy between Sentinel's-3A SRAL and OLCI has shown that altimeters operating in SAR mode are capable of detecting the presence of ISWs as backscatter variations along track when the satellite track traverses the ISW's surface manifestations (parallel bands along crests and troughs) in an oblique direction. The radar cross-section perturbations are accompanied by positive SLAs and SWHs ( Table 1 ). The SRAL echoes become significantly perturbed in the presence of ISWs, which can be identified in the radargram waveforms. As the along-track sharpened SRAL footprints cross ISWs, current Level-2 ocean product waveforms change significantly at scales of less than 10 km (Figure 3b,c) . Similar results have been discussed in [14] for conventional pulse-limited altimeters (i.e., Jason-2) as a consequence of ISW inhomogeneities within the much larger footprint area. In the case of conventional pulse-limited altimeters, such as Jason-2/3, the ISW roughness changes within a footprint, meaning that the assumption of a uniform (Brown) surface is in essence invalid, rendering essentially unrealistic retracked parameters. This problem seems less severe for the SRAL, as SLAs are within the expected values for ISWs of pycnocline depression (as those observed). An automated method for ISW detection in the SRAL has been developed and applied to the tropical Atlantic Ocean off the Amazon shelf (a stretch of more than 300 km, approximately from 4 • N to 8 • N). The method includes rain flagging based on liquid water content and water vapor estimated from the microwave radiometer, high frequency feature detection based on wavelet analysis of radar backscatter and coincident positive SLAs. The results are illustrated in Figure 6 , which comprises the detection of more than 80 events in 12 out of 15 cycles from relative orbit 095. The detected rate is in accord with our expectations and knowledge of ISWs in the study region [23] .
A major prospect is then that ISWs could be routinely detected in SAR mode altimetry data (Sentinel-3A and 3B) once more robust detection algorithms are developed and properly validated. Validation would require a test site with simultaneous measurements of ISWs and SRAL overpasses. This would require a joint effort between independent research projects and funding, which is not within the scope of our investigation at present. Instead, we rely on our knowledge of detection of ISWs in OLCI and MODIS to validate the ISW observations with the SRAL. The SRAL offers some improvements in relation to conventional pulse-limited altimeters (e.g., Jason-2/3), such as better along-track resolution and lower noise level, which is particularly important for SLA realistic estimates. The typical SLAs of +10 to +40 cm are reasonable and consistent with theoretical expectations of two-layer internal wave models, and here all ISW-like events satisfy the condition that SLA variance exceeds 6 cm at the ISW scales. These improved SLA estimates at short-scales are an important feature of the SRAL, which can be used in future studies to optimize ISW detection algorithms. ISW-like signals can be distinguished from other oceanic and atmospheric high-frequency phenomena when those other phenomena do not provoke an SLA. Such would be the case, for example, with natural organic films or (sufficiently thin) oil spills that may not generate an SLA because they may lack a 3D baroclinic dynamic nature. Finally, we note that a forthcoming paper addressing the full analysis of SAR signatures of ISWs with the Sentinel-3 SRAL measurements over oceans and its detection algorithm based on wavelet analysis will complete the present report, which is focused on documenting our preliminary results.
